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Java versus Ruby Frameworks in Practice

INTRODUCTION

With a reported 10 million users as of 2012, Java is one of the most popular programming languages in use 

today. But Ruby represents an attractive alternative because of its rapid development capabilities, which can 

significantly reduce both the length and cost of a project.

Ruby has disadvantages, however.  The Java platform is considered by many to be faster and more mature, 

powerful and/or secure. These claims are too simple, however – while based in reality, many of these 

discrepancies can be mitigated on specific projects.

So, which language is the best choice for your project? Ultimately the decision is best based on your specific 

needs and priorities, but this white paper is intended to give you the necessary background to make an 

informed decision by providing a detailed comparison of the pros and cons of using each language to create a 

web application. 

FRAMEWORKS AND LANGUAGES 

When we use the terms “Ruby” and “Java,” we should point out that those are actually just languages. Java 

was originally developed by Sun Microsystems and released in 1995. Ruby was developed as a Japanese 

government project and also released in 1995.  

However, a website is not typically built with just a language, but rather with a framework. The purpose of the 

framework is to make it easier to build an application by providing pre-built tools and well-defined techniques 

for doing things such as:

• Adding validation to user input

• Managing connections to a database

• Routing requests from end users to the appropriate piece of code that will process that request

• Providing “scaffolding,” which allows the structure of an application to be set up quickly

• And so on…

Virtually all modern web applications are developed using a framework. Using a framework allows a developer 

to focus on the unique aspects of the application they are writing, rather than the more commonplace aspects 

that virtually every application will share (database access, etc.).  In addition to speeding development, 

frameworks make it much easier for new developers to come up to speed on an application, since the same 

frameworks are widely used and therefore often the same from project to project.

Generally, languages have different frameworks that they are commonly paired with. This isn’t always the case 

(PHP is actually both a language and a framework, for instance), but is certainly true for Java and Ruby. 
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Therefore, while different frameworks have different strengths and weaknesses, this document will try to 

compare apples to apples by looking at the most popular Ruby framework, Rails, and the most popular Java 

framework, Spring. 

SECURITY AND UPGRADES

Frameworks evolve over time. Spring has been around for a decade now, having been released in 2002. Rails is 

a bit younger, being released two years later in 2004. Rails has had three major versions released (2005, 2007 

and 2010), with version 4.0 expected later this year or early next year. Likewise, Spring has also had three major 

versions (2004, 2006 and 2009) with version 3.2 expected later this year or early next year.  Any new major 

version of Spring (i.e., 4.0) is at least 18 months away.

Major Upgrades

The significance of the major upgrade cycle is that upgrading an application to use the next major version 

of a framework is often quite a time consuming task – both in terms of the actual work involved, and in the 

amount of testing that must be done. A major framework upgrade is a significant event in the lifecycle of 

an application, which is generally planned long in advance, and takes a fair amount of time and testing to 

accomplish.

Of course, strictly speaking, major upgrades don’t have to be performed as soon as they are available, but as a 

practical matter, they can’t be put off too long for several reasons:

Major upgrades (like minor ones) typically involve improvements to security – or outright fixes to 

vulnerabilities. Once released, an upgrade will refer to the security issues it “fixes” and everyone then knows 

about the vulnerabilities in the older versions of the framework that can be exploited.  So delaying an upgrade 

(major or minor) will generally mean a security risk.

Upgrades typically improve functionality, performance, and/or usability. That is, it is easier to write better, 

faster code with the new version of the framework, so a development group usually will want that capability 

sooner rather than later.

Support for older versions of frameworks is eventually discontinued.  By “support” in this case we really mean 

security patches. At some point, the framework developers just stop supporting older versions, and so newly 

discovered vulnerabilities are left unresolved. In the case of Rails, version 2 was supported for three and a half 

years, including one full year when 2.x was still supported even after 3.0 had been released.  In the case of 

Spring, version 2 was supported for five years, including two years of support after 3.0 had been released.

Putting this together, we should conclude a few things:

• Whatever framework is used, when its next major release is made, you will have to upgrade to that version 

in short order for security reasons, if nothing else.  
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• Based on past history, a Rails application developed today on the most current version will need to 

upgrade to version 4 in the next 18 months.  

• Likewise, a Spring application developed today on the most current version would need to upgrade to 

version 4 within the next three and a half years, at the earliest.  

• Given all of that, Java will provide a stable framework for the next several years before a major upgrade, 

and so has the advantage in this category.

Minor Upgrades

In addition to major upgrades, minor upgrades are released more frequently. Upgrading an application to use 

the next minor version of a framework is usually less time consuming than a major version upgrade, as most 

of the time is usually spent in testing. However, even this overhead can be problematic if there is a scheduled 

deliverable that must be delayed because an upgrade needs to be completed and tested.  

As with major releases, minor upgrades are really not optional – especially when they concern security patches. 

Once revealed via the issuing of an upgrade, every potential hacker in the world is aware of the vulnerabilities 

of the un-upgraded versions and can try to hack sites in the hopes of finding one that hasn’t upgraded.  So, 

minor upgrades really must be done, and done in a timely manner. In this area, Java is clearly a stronger choice.

Rails 3.0 was released on Aug 29, 2010. Since that time, there have been 24 security issues, requiring a user to 

upgrade to the next minor version of the framework in order to minimize their vulnerability.  In some cases, 

there were multiple security issues fixed with a newer version of the framework, so 11 framework upgrades 

were actually required.  

In contrast, Spring 3.0 was released on December 16, 2009. Since that time, there have been three security 

issues requiring a user to upgrade the framework – and one of those was only present if Spring was being used 

in conjunction with IBM’s software.  

So while Spring required an average of one security upgrade every 11 months (or one every 16 months, if you 

weren’t using IBM’s software), Rails required 24 fixes in 25 months, averaging one security patch every two 

months or so.

In addition, it’s worth noting that in the 13 months from April 2010 through May 2011, there were no fewer 

than four Ruby upgrades (out of 10) that required an immediate re-release in order to correct problems 

introduced by the new version. That is, in 40% of the cases, a second upgrade was required anywhere from that 

same day to 12 days later because the upgrade was defective. This didn’t happen at all with the Spring releases.

The upgrade chronology that documents these comments is provided at the end of this document. But, in 

short, Java has shown a history of fewer security issues needing to be fixed, resulting in vastly fewer and much 

more stable, upgrades.   
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In summary, Ruby is a less mature platform than Java with necessary security patches/upgrades being released 

more or less on a monthly basis.  This is not to say that Ruby is unsecure by nature, just that people are still 

finding and fixing exploits.  Java, on the other hand, has gone through these growing pains already and is 

much more stable from a security point of view.  

We should note that, though Ruby currently has a much higher “flail-factor,” we would expect it to settle down 

in the next three to four years.  We believe that as Ruby runs the gauntlet as Java did, we’ll see its security 

issues taper off and Ruby’s releases to become fewer and more stable. It’s just not there yet.

SPEED OF DEVELOPMENT

Development speed actually falls into several categories:  Initial development, bug fixing, performance 

tuning, and feature generation.  While Rails is generally considered a “faster” language to develop in, it’s worth 

breaking those down, because in some areas it’s actually not faster.

Speed of Initial Development

Rails absolutely shines in this regard, and wins hands down. There are several specific aspects of Rails that 

make development faster:

• When a developer makes a change to the code, they usually just have to hit save and then refresh their 

browser to see the change. In contrast, in Java applications there is often a build process where the code 

is compiled and deployed to the server before the change can be seen. Newer development processes 

alleviate this pain somewhat – in that they automatically redeploy to a server whenever a change is made 

– but even so, this can still take some time.

• When a database change needs to be made (e.g., adding a new table), this can be done from within Rails. 

In addition, Rails will keep track of the change so that it can be easily and automatically applied to other 

environments. This helps make deployment easier.  

• As a language Ruby is much more concise than Java, so it takes fewer lines to write a given piece of logic 

in Ruby – on the order of half as many than Java.

• There are many utilities built into Rails that make development faster.  For example, there are utilities to 

create sample data for testing and a variety of convenience methods for handling text.

• Out of the box, Rails provides an API for all methods that allow third parties to integrate quite easily.

• It’s easier to extend the core framework with new functionality in a Ruby-based framework, because Ruby 

allows default logic to be modified easily by third parties.

• It takes much less code to query the database in Rails. This is because of a facility in Ruby that Rails takes 

advantage of – specifically, Ruby allows developers to call a method that doesn’t actually exist (such as 

findUsersByFirstnameAndMiddleInitial).  Ruby will determine that the method doesn’t exist, and then Rails 

will go ahead and use the name of the missing method to create a new query against the database using 

the parameters from the method name. This means that developers can create queries “on-the-fly” just by 

naming a function appropriately.
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• Rails provides the concept of “scopes,” which allowing conditions to easily be placed on queries sent to the 

database. This makes it easier to build up queries in a logical manner.

• Rails has excellent client side validation support, which integrates well with jQuery. This contrasts with 

Spring, which uses a different Javascript library that requires more work to customize.

That notwithstanding, there are some specific areas where developing with Spring is actually faster than with 

Rails.  These include:

• PDF generation and parsing

• Microsoft Office document generation and parsing

• Integrating with some web service APIs – specifically, WS-*. 

• Configuring the application to use Roles and Permissions. These are built into Spring, and have to be 

added to a Rails application

Speed of Maintenance – Bug Fixes

There are two main parts to a bug fix – finding what is causing the issue, and then fixing the issue. A Java-

based framework such as Spring is generally much better equipped for finding issues because it has excellent 

debugging support – that is, one can easily suspend a program in midstream, look at all the logic being run, 

and cause the application to run the code line by line while software engineer can watch everything that is 

going on.  Likewise, Rails has a debugger, but it is not generally as powerful, nor as easy or straightforward to 

use.  

Once the bug has been isolated, the fix can be faster or slower depending on the specific bug. If the fix requires 

rewriting some logic, the fix will generally be faster to implement in Ruby, because it’s easier to express logic 

in Ruby.  If the fix requires moving code around, that will generally be faster and safer in Java, because Java 

editors can take advantage of some features of the Java language to ensure that the move is done properly.

   

Speed of Maintenance – Performance Fixes/Enhancements

This is much easier and faster in Java. There exist both free and commercial off the shelf tools that can easily 

pinpoint exactly where in an application the bottleneck is occurring. In Ruby, there exists commercial tools 

(which we recommend all our Ruby customers install) that can narrow down the problem to either being 

inside an area of code or to slow database queries, but if the problem is in an area of code, Ruby tools cannot 

easily peer into that block of code to determine where the problem is. The developer must manually modify 

the code and insert other code into the problematic block of code to narrow down the problem. 
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Speed of Maintenance – New Feature Development

There are many aspects to consider, but the following is a depiction of a decision tree:

Given this, Ruby has the edge over Java on most projects. The exception is a new developer tackling an 

unfamiliar, poorly maintained codebase.  In that case, Java’s superior tools win the day.

PERFORMANCE

A comparison between Java and Ruby would be incomplete without a discussion of performance.  In this 

respect, Java has the clear advantage. There are three things that make a Spring application faster than a Rails 

application:

1. On server side applications Java is just purely faster than Ruby. Some Ruby enthusiasts have argued this 

point, but they are in error. A variety of benchmarks show that Java is approximately 30 times faster than 

Ruby in general use. Here is one such example: 

http://shootout.alioth.debian.org/u32/which-programming-languages-are-fastest.

php?java=on&yarv=on&calc=chart

2. There are two common ways to build web application framework – a process model (which Rails uses) 

and a thread model (which Spring uses). The primary difference is that in a thread model, information can 

be shared across different threads. There are two things about this that make thread-based frameworks 

faster:

a. In modern web applications, there is the concept of a “session.” A session usually contains information 

about the currently logged in user and any activities that the user is performing.  In a process model, 

when a browser makes a request to the server the session must be read from a disk, database, or 

other place, and when the server is finished with the request, the session must be stored again. In a 

thread model, that session information is kept in a common memory area, and any thread can simply 

retrieve the session from memory immediately rather than going through a persistence layer.

NO

NO

YES

YES

Code 
Well-Maintained?

Java much faster than Ruby. With 
Java, code editors are able to 

understand the Java code and 
provide the user with many tools to 
see what is going on. This is not the 

case with Ruby.

Developer Familiar 
With the Code?

Ruby faster than Java, for 
the reasons listed in 

“Speed of Initial 
Deployment”
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b. For communicating with a database, Spring makes use of another Java framework called Hibernate.  

Hibernate uses the fact that there is a shared memory area to cache information so if one user 

requests something from the database and another user then requests that same thing, and no 

other users have modified that item, it will be retrieved from memory rather than having to make 

a request of the database. In addition, if a user does modify the item, Hibernate will make sure that 

all subsequent users get the updated version. When communicating with the database Rails make 

use of something called Active Record, which does not have this functionality – meaning that the 

database tends to have to respond to many more requests. To alleviate this somewhat, Rails allows 

for pages and portions of pages to be cached, and a user can write code to indicate which pages 

and portions of pages should be invalidated when some item changes, but this solution still requires 

more database queries than the Hibernate solution and certainly more custom code.  This custom 

code is both time-consuming to write and potentially error-prone.

CAPABILITIES

In general, Java is a more powerful language than Ruby.  As a result, there are certain use cases that Java can 

fulfill which Rails simply can’t accomplish, such as:

• Integrating with multiple databases by changing values in several databases in a single transaction. Ruby 

lacks a two-phase commit, so this is not possible.

• Integrating with legacy systems that expose functionality through a transactional messaging system. 

These systems usually offer support for JMS, which is a Java-based message API, so Ruby would not be 

able to use them easily.

Some considerations that might have been brought up in the past no longer apply:

• A complaint about Rails was that applications were monolithic and it was hard to separate the application 

into more easily maintained modules. However, with the advent of Rails Engines this is no longer a 

concern.

• A complaint about Java was that applications required extensive amounts of configuration even if that 

configuration was merely to specify a standard application setup. However, with the advent of tooling like 

Spring Roo this is no longer an issue.  
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CONCLUSIONS

There is no clear-cut, “right answer” to which language is the best to use. Rather, there are a series of tradeoffs 

which must be evaluated with regard to a specific project, and its requirements.  In summary:

Calavista has built many Ruby and Java applications. We have generally found that Rails applications make 

sense in two cases:

1. For a prototype that must be quickly developed to showcase an idea.

2. For projects that are ongoing – that is, projects that will keep a development team available on at least a 

part-time basis. This team will have the capability to upgrade Rails, and to test the upgrade, during their 

normal development cycle.

In general, Ruby will allow you to get an application up and running more quickly and less expensively than 

Java – but Java does provide the most robust, stable, and secure environment available.  It also may be nearly a 

wash in terms of total cost of ownership. Specifically, there will be a need for ongoing upgrades (averaging one 

every two months) to keep the application secure, and a major upgrade will be required sometime in the next 

18 months. These updates will not be optional (if you want a secure site), and someone will need to perform 

them – either an employee, consultant, or software contractor – so there will certainly be regular and ongoing 

maintenance costs.  This contrasts with Spring, which will take longer to develop, but will only require security 

upgrades on average once a year. 

Security and Upgrades

Speed of Development

Performance

General Capabilities

Major Upgrades

Maintenance: bug fixes

Maintenance: performance 

fixes/enhancements

Maintenance: new feature 

development

Initial Development

Minor Upgrades

Java should not require a 

major upgrade for 3½ years.

Most bugs easier to find and 

fix in Java

Faster in Java, due to richer 

tool sets

Only faster for new 

developers, in poor code base

Much better with Java

Java has slightly more 

capability

2 (or 3) security patches in 33 

months; stable and infrequent 

releases

Ruby will likely require a 

major upgrade in 18 months.

Some logic bugs easier to fix 

in Ruby

Generally faster in Ruby

Much faster in Ruby

24 security patches in 25 

months and several defective 

releases

Java Ruby


